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ON THE COVER: 
P5: Schools with heart: The Heart Foundation recognises 
schools working to embed healthy lifestyles with a 
‘Heart Schools’ accreditation; one of those acknowled is 
Hastings Intermediate. Students are pictured standing 
proudly in front of their well-utilised garden.

1 SexualIty educatIon

Life has never been easy for teenagers, but coming of age in the world of social 
media, online hook-ups and easily accessible pornography must surely make 
things that much more complicated for the current generation of school-age 
young adults.

Schools and parents can’t shield young people from the quickly changing sexual 
landscape around them, but it’s safe to say there has never been a more important 
time to talk about respectful relationships and responsibility with our rangatahi. 

The ‘roast busters’ scandal shone a light on an underbelly of teen sexual culture in 
New Zealand, when it was revealed in 2013 that a group of young Auckland men had 
posted online videos of their sexual exploits: many of them with drunk, underage 
girls. 

Public outrage was rekindled a year later, sparked by the news that no public 
prosecutions would be sought. In their report on the year-long investigation, police 
said the prevalence of alcohol among those involved was concerning, as was the poor 
understanding of what constituted consent.

The police investigation ‘Operation Clover’ demonstrated how hard it is for sexually 
abused teenagers to talk openly to police and authority figures. Police Commissioner 
Mike Bush said the investigation highlighted “the barriers which young people 
experience in disclosing unwanted sexual activity to adults.”

But the ‘roast busters’ case was not an isolated incident. 
ACC figures reveal that 15 to 24-year-old women are most at risk of violence 

from current or ex-partners, and one in five females and one in 10 males experience 
unwanted contact or are forced into sex while they are at secondary school.

Broadening the scope
How can we support students as they navigate their personal relationships? How can 
we help them develop safe attitudes towards sex?

Dr Kim McGregor is the executive director of Rape Prevention Education Whakatu 
Mauri (RPE). RPE provides educational programmes in mainstream secondary schools.

We need to talk about sex.. . and respect and 
responsibility, writes MelISSa WaStney.

the c-word: 
talking to 
teenagers 

aBout consent
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She says there’s a desperate need for relationship education in New Zealand. 
Currently, her organisation is active in 20 of a possible 120 high schools in the 
Auckland region. “We know there are a lot more who would like to be able to offer our 
programme, but it’s a matter of resources and time. We’re aware that there’s very little 
sexual violence prevention taught in secondary schools right now,” she says.

Rape Prevention Education delivers specialist sexual violence prevention 
programmes that focus on issues around consent, rape, and personal safety. The 
programmes aim to provide students with the skills to identify and deal with 
potentially harmful behaviour.

McGregor says mainstream media like music videos, magazines and advertising, as 
well as social media, transmit confusing messages around the treatment of women 
and gender roles in our society, with scant mention of the idea of consent or respect.

More worrying is the hard core pornography readily available to young people 
with little more than the click of a button. “We know that young people, men 
especially, are watching explicit pornography, and it’s so easy for them to access,” she 
says.

“We’ve had reports of young girls asking guidance counsellors at their school 
whether they should comply with their boyfriends’ wishes for degrading sex. The 
expectations of what ‘normal’ sex is are changing rapidly.”

Is it best for these issues to be addressed at home or within our education system? 
The answer is both, believes Family Planning director of health promotion  

Frances Bird. What is vitally important, she says, is that they are addressed properly, 
and in an age-appropriate manner.

Family Planning New Zealand is the largest provider of sexuality education 
resources in the country. Operating since the 1930s, Family Planning is a non-profit 
organisation offering a range of services, including sexual and reproductive health 
information, clinical services, education training and research.

Bird says Family Planning devotes effort and resources into building the capacity of 
teachers. The organisation offers resources and works with those schools and teachers 
lacking confidence when it comes to providing sexuality education.

The individual needs of different schools vary greatly, she says, but some are doing 
an excellent job teaching these concepts.

While parents do have the right to opt out of sexuality education for their children, 
Family Planning strongly encourages wide community involvement.

“All our kids live in the world, and we have to be pragmatic about it: young people 
have sexual relationships. It’s important that we demystify sexuality and empower 
them to have positive relationships in their lives,” she says.

How a sexuality education programme is delivered depends on the size and nature 
of a school. “Good sexuality education should be a mix of different elements: teaching 
communication skills, critical thinking, and the scientific, biological side as well,” 
she says. “And above all, empowering students to make good decisions and access 
services and support when they need to.”

And yes, the C-word. 
“Consent is a big, important word,” says Bird. “We teach that it’s about both saying 

and showing ‘yes’, and it must be mutual.” 
She believes recognising body language is an important skill for young people to 

hone, but that this is ideally taught from the moment a child starts school.
“Learning about body language and keeping safe can begin with quite young 

children. It’s about building blocks – making a foundation for good relationships with 
others and themselves. 

“It’s a requirement for schools to teach sexuality education from year 1 through 
to year 10, but of course when we talk about teaching very young children, we’re 
looking at concepts like being a good friend, developing communication and 
listening skills and practising empathy.”
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talking aBout the law
Discussing legal issues around consent can provide a helpful starting point for 
many students, says McGregor at RPE.

“In our programmes we talk about what this term ‘consent’ actually means 
under the law, and that’s a really helpful, concrete way to address it. We talk about 
how the law is there to protect and support us.” 

She says that when young people know the laws around consent, they have 
an extra layer of protection against unwanted behaviour. “Students can use their 
knowledge when they are feeling pressured to do things they don’t actually want 
to do. Our aim is to give them the tools to help them navigate those pressures.”

One example is the legal age of consent, and issues around how alcohol affects 
consent. The programmes also cover where to go to get support, how to recognise 
when another person needs help, and how to stay safe in various situations.

Last year, Rape Prevention Education released a new short video called The 
Bystanders... The Action Movie, aimed at those aged 15 to 18. In the film, a 
teen party is in full swing, complete with drinking and laughing guests – but 
something is wrong. We see the situation from different viewpoints and are asked 
to consider the role of the bystander. Aimed at helping teenagers to recognise 
potential dangerous situations, or to step in and stop sexual violence, the film is an 
invaluable resource when teaching issues of consent.

McGregor says its release in August last year was well timed, given the ‘roast 
busters’ scandal. “The message in this video was something we really needed to 
communicate,” she says. “Thinking about the ‘roast busters’ case, we saw young 
men who thought it was okay to behave like that, and share that behaviour in the 
public arena.”

working at the front line
Recognising the huge role played by alcohol in the social lives of young  
New Zealanders, Family Planning offers two alcohol-related resources to schools 
and alternative education centres: Alcohol and Sexuality and Alcohol, Sex and 
Hauora. 

ACC has recently launched ‘Mates & Dates’, a course for secondary schools that 
educates teenagers about sexual violence prevention and the establishment of 
healthy relationships in all aspects of their lives. The programme was piloted with 
around 2000 students nationwide in term 3 of 2014.

RPE’s Body Safe programme is delivered to secondary school students in the 
form of three to four interactive workshops. The classes are appropriate for the year 
9–13 health curriculum and facilitated by two specialist educators with additional 
resources for students. Body Safe educators discuss a school’s individual needs, and 
tailor the programme accordingly prior to delivery.

ResouRces foR teacheRs
Access their new toolkit of activities to use for teaching about 
consent, plus a wide range of other resources: www.familyplanning.
org.nz 

ACC’s Mates & Dates programme: http://bit.ly/1ArNJ6g  
Working with teens to promote respectful relationships and help 

navigate healthy sexual relationships: www.sexnrespect.co.nz 
Legal definitions of rape and consent:  

http://rpe.co.nz/information/legal-definitions
A student-made video about consent, exploring what students 

think and know about it: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iz8nYbHaty8 
Rape Prevention Education’s ‘Bystander’ short film:  

http://bit.ly/1F5UWio 
Are you that someone? The official page for the ‘Let’s Stop Sexual 

Violence’ campaign, packed with resources and ideas for teaching 
these issues: www.facebook.com/AreYouThatSome1

Dr Graham Stoop, 
deputy secretary 
of student 
achievement at the 
Ministry of Education, 
said in an October 2014 
statement that sexuality 
education comes under the general 
guidelines for health education, which is taught 
as a formal subject from years 11–13.

He says the health and physical education component of The 
New Zealand Curriculum, which includes sexuality, is not changing.

“Schools have a great deal of flexibility in how they deliver the curriculum 
but it should always be done in consultation with the parent community.” 

McGregor says her wish is for relationship education to be inherent in all areas of 
a secondary student’s education.

“The gold standard would be a ‘whole school’ approach, where we all work 
together to teach about consent and healthy sexual relationships,” she says. “The 
ideal would be for these concepts to be woven into every aspect of a student’s 
education.”

“consent is a big, important word. We teach that it’s about 
both saying and showing ‘yes’, and it must be mutual.” 
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